spread rains (Halcrow, 1969; Stevens, 1969 Stevens, , 1970 and was selected for detailed monitoring and study.
The village is located at the downstream end of the gorge in which the Wadi Hawasina leaves the moun tains to flow in an incised channel trought the alluvial terraces to seaward (Fig. 1) Soon after deciding to use only one of the two distribution channels, the villagers brought the cistern into operation. Normally, the falaj flows directly to the gardens, but when flow is reduced, this becomes inefficient because of proportionally larger losses by infiltration into unlined distribution channels. Use of a cistern reduces these losses ?the falaj water is ponded rapidly, as inputs into cultivation decreased further; in consequence the efficiency of irrigation fell more quickly than it might have done -less care was taken over embanking bunds, making dams, etc. Secondly the potential labour supply available to work on improvements to the falaj structure in order to increase the flow was further reduced. Thus the longer the community procrastinated, the more difficult it became to mount an effort to work on the falaj: fewer able men remained, and these, because of their dwindling numbers, became progessively less inclined to work on the falaj, which would benefit the absentees. As hardships grew, three families departed per manently from Ghayzayn, amounting to a fall of 4% in the population. These people who moved out were some of the most dynamic and astute economically of the population ? the loss to the community was greater than numbers imply. Several other families began to consider leaving.
It was partly these departures which finally spurred the senior shaykhs of the tribe into organising some action to improve the falaj flow. As a result, in August to run the wadi bed ?tunneled into the left bank, from whence it surfaces to run in a lined channel to the village some 2.5 kilometers downstream (Fig. 2) . There is, as noted, some water loss from this long, and often perched channel, but the problem of this surface section is small compared to those encountered underground.
The declining water flow experienced at Ghayzayn was the result of two factors combined. The long , period which lapsed without heavy rain meant that the spring at the motherwell, which gives the entire irrigation water supply, weakened, reducing the volume of water entering the falaj, (Fig. 3) . This caused the early, relatively slow rate of decline. The reduced flow of the spring was contemporaneous with a fall in the water table within the wadi gravels. This led to the more rapid rate of decline which took effect in June 1973, beginning when the water table in the wadi gravels fell below the level of the length of Especially in view of the impoverished state of the village and its depleted labour force this might be thought true, but in fact the resources to undertake the linning of the channel could be assembled.
Procrastination and Acceptance of Drought
The village community, though relatively isolated in geographical terms, is part of a closely knitted social structure repressented most obviously by the tribe.
Traditionally the sections of a tribe are responsible to varied degrees to aid a community such as Ghay zayn which is in difficulties. Whilst the rapid change the Sultanate of Oman has undergone since it became an oil exporter in 1968 is eroding these communal responsibilities, they still exist and could be called upon to provide at least financial aid for Ghayzayn, provided the tribal authorities could be persuaded to act (Birks and Letts, 1977) . Furthermore, any funds so raised could be augmented by a contribution from Central Government sources which are responsive to such appeals provided they are well founded. The population of Ghayzayn became resigned to the drought. They continued to buy fodder and dates from other villages and began to rely increasingly on drinking water brought in by landrover. Whilst half heartedly attempting to minimize the impact of the drought upon the palms, the reduced community put little effort into agriculture. In spite of remittances from the migrant labourers, many families went further into debt as their purchases of dates and alfalfa out spripped their cash incomes. Morale dropped further, and several other families began to prepare to move away from Ghayzayn.
The drought, though only local, and of relatively short duration, had broken the spirit of the commu nity, and many had begun to accept an inevitable end to the settlement. This, in spite of the fact that Ghay The community will be even less willing to, and capable of, taking the necessary action if Ghayzayn is threatened by drought again.
